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This summary provides conclusions and recommendations that are part of a legal paper prepared by the 

United group that tackles – unlimited period travel ban orders-. It is published in Arabic and consists of 15 

pages, exploring the answers of the following questions: 

Does article (62) of the Egyptian constitution obligate the direct implementation? What are the effects of the 

absence of a law that regulates the right of judicial authorities to ban a person from travel?  What are the 

conditions for issuing travel ban orders according to article (62) of the constitution?  Can travel ban orders 

be based upon the ministerial decree no.54 of the year 2013? What is the appropriate legal action that shall 

be taken against unlimited period travel ban orders?  

1. Conclusions 

1-1 Article (62) of the constitution may be applicable before judicial authorities without waiting for the 

issuance of a complementary legislation. Article (62) states “Freedom of movement, residence, immigration 

is guaranteed. No person shall be deported from state territory, no person shall be banned from repatriation. 

A person may not be banned from leaving his/her country nor be subjected to house arrest nor be prohibited 

from residing in specific areas, except by justified judicial order, that is issued for a limited period of time, 

and only for cases that are specifically stated in the law." In the light of the above, it is of high importance 

to pass a law regulating cases for which travel ban orders can be issued, stating specific timeline along with 

methods of appeal.   The Court of Cassation concluded in a historical judgment that the failure to issue a law 

regulating travel ban orders, makes any issued decision based on an unfounded legal ground that should not 

be taken into account, and should be considered as a mere material obstacle that has no legal value, 

1-2- Any travel ban order that is issued without justification and a specific period of time shall be considered 

null.  

1-3- The aforementioned Minister of Interior's decision was nullified by the issuance of the Egyptian 

Constitution of 2012 and its 2014 amendments, without even needing to challenge its unconstitutionality. 

The direct implementation of the constitutional text on travel ban orders makes this decision null and should 

not be implemented. As the text of Article 62 of the Constitution made it clear that the travel ban must be 

ordered according to a law and issued from a judicial authority. 

1-4 Persons banned from travel have the right to file a lawsuit against the Ministry of Interior for 

compensation, as long as they are prevented from traveling based on unreasoned orders that lack limited 

time line. Based on that, this is considered a mistake that caused them harm and deserves compensation; It 

may not be argued as a response that there is judicial order with a travel, because when the judicial court order 

is not justified and has no time bounds it is considered illegal, and should be compensated for. The 

compensation lawsuit is filed before the civil courts based on the text of Article 163 of the Civil Code. 
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2. Recommendations   

2-1- The parliament 

The parliament should swiftly issue the draft law for the amendment of articles (155.156, 157) of the Egyptian 

criminal procedural code. Which has been discussed and finalized by the constitutional and legislative affairs 

committee in 2018, In order to facilitate the implementation of article (62) of the constitution and make it 

less susceptible to misinterpretation. 

2-2-The Ministry of Internal affairs  

Cancel ministerial decree no.54 of the year 2013 in relations to parties entitled to issue travel ban orders. As 

well as stop the minister of internal affairs to issue such orders and limit his powers to executing travel ban 

orders issued by judicial authorities such as, - the General persecutors and/or his attorney generals, the 

investigating judge or courts in general, yet it is imperative, that travel ban orders should be justified and for 

a limited period of time 

2-3-The Attorney general and Investigating judges  

It is important to make sure that all issued travel ban orders are reasoned and assigned a specific period of 

time and only issued for necessities required for justice purposes.  

3. Lawyers 

Lawyers must insist on directly implementing article (62) of the constitution when appealing travel ban orders 

before the court. Lawyers must also challenge the constitutionality of the ministerial decree no.54 of the year 

2013; whenever it is being used by the government in any dispute about travel ban orders. 

In addition, lawyers must initiate proceedings for compensation against the Ministry of the Internal affairs 

when travel ban orders are issued without reasoning and without a specific period of time. The two 

conditions are complementary, meaning; if a ban order is reasoned yet missing a limited period,  or a ban 

order has a fixed time limit yet lacks reasoning, both of which required compensation .    


